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Flying island zombie castaways

Search results for other threads posed by the question guest November 6 2018How to leaveplane island 2017. gada 10. Oktobris plkst. 17:37 · I forgot how to get out of Flying Island. How do I close it? I'm ready to move on... 13th September 2017 um 05:38 · Mountsorrel, Vereinigtes Königreich · Where is the balloon on the flying island
that I opened, and I can not find it to help the Guest question asked on September 13, 2017Last Modified: 2019 Dec 27ThI'm working on the way to the castle, and my life can't figure out how to get into the tubed section. I deleted everything around it, but I can not click anything in this area. Help!!! TRACK | REPORTSEE ANSWERS Many
Islands Zombie Castaways. Here is the list of all the islands, short descriptions, and travel methods. Buildable Islands[edit | edit source] This is the main island where it starts. It docks to travel to Big Land and Secret Island. You can only build structures and plant plants on Love Island and Big Land. Use love island for crop production and
build. Wipe completely, so there is room for planting, crop production and building structures. Each building allows you to craft something, and many of you can use it to choose a treasure chest every three hours. These crates give you free resources. Build everything as soon as the game allows you as you level up. If you need gold, grow
and sell cash crops like roses (things that are the cheapest to grow but bring for a high price) You will never sell Glue, Gears, Water and Blue Crystals you will need many of these. Big Island[edit | editing source] It's important to clear the Brainy Zombie Wood and stone cutters so you can upload it to decorations you can find to give birth
or buy, under which, you or treasure hunter zombie will find collections that can be replaced with important items. Also, you can hunt them yourself with Cat, Pig, Elephant piggy banks. These also give you rare, important extra things like water, gears, etc. There are also plenty of Blue Crystal buildings in Water Wells on Love Island that
give you tools. Buy a Fisherman Zombie from the Zombucks he will not only find you rare collections, but also speed up the Brainy Zombie. Zombie Cinema is a waste of time and resources. It's worth buying the upper part of the island with the Zombie Bucks, although there's a cave gate you can build at the western end of the road,
heading west-east. Pier to the Big Land[edit | edit source] 1. The upper islands and the lower islands. For every upper island that travels to permanently lock the previous upper island, the lower islands are also closed on the previous lower island. Secret Island[edit | editing source] The first is the permanent islands, which is used
exclusively for discovery and questing. There is a catapult on Mad Island, and later a boat to Troy Island (after the completion of Mad Island). Despite its graphic location, it is a Top Island and is closed via Troy Island. Pier to Secret Island[edit | edit source] 1. You will find them early if you start towards nearby and then Eastward. These
golden Water Wells can be moved, but only on Mad Island. Find the Mad Haunted House near upper East and put it in storage. Put it on your Big Island. This may come in handy later to help the chefs save time on both recipes. Mad Lighthouse is located in the south-east corner, building, storing, putting on the Big Island on treasure
chests every three hours with useful resources. If you move the Zombie along the top islands on the map, the Mad Island will remain open so you can use the water wells. Don't move onto the lower islands to close the Mad one until it's absolutely necessary as a way to close it, thus cutting off the two valuable asset resources. Catapult to
Mad Island[edit | edit source] 1. It seems the south most points are on Secret Island, a little east of the point. He says Secret Island will close forever if he risks Troy Island and does end up with a green Ready banner. After you finish your island missions, remember to store your wooden horse and then place it on the Big Island. This
makes wooden blocks required to level 45 buildings in the oven. Ship Troy Island[edit | edit source] Stage 1: 5 Board 5 Nails 2 Weather Vane Stage 2: 5 Superglue 10 Ropes 5 Red Paint Stage 3: 5 Poison 15 Palm Logs 10 Cable Uninhabited Island[edit | editing source] The pier is located on the eastern most point of Mad Island, slightly
south of the coast. To the Uninhabited Island[edit | edit source] 1. He was called with different names for some strange reason. Article 1 Section 25 Palm Logs 20 Board 15 Metal Stage 2: 15 Cable 5 Ropes 15 Red Paint Stage 3: 15 Sequoia Blocks 5 Sheets 15 Nails Pirate Island[edit | editing source] Ship Pirate Island [edit | edit source]
Stage 1: 40 Board 35 Nails 50 Palm Logs Stage 2: 15 Superglue 10 Foil 15 Rubber toys Island is a little boring thick jungle and toy soldiers block your way as you z-zak through. No doubt aim to slow the Zombie down. There's not much useful, but you have to get to the next island. There is a banal mission that requires you to find games
to swap different games. You will be able to put palm logs though. [edit | edit source] Flying Island[edit | edit source] Shamans Island[edit | edit source] Giant's Island[edit | edit source] Cave. You will find the egg to hatch the baby Dragon. There are transporter gates to travel to different parts of the island as well as the gateway to
archipelisland to build. Dino eggs require extensive cooking, so start to stock their Eyeball Liquors, Hypno and sleep stuff. [edit | edit source] Island of the Anores[edit | editing source] City of people[edit | editing source] Timed Islands[edit | edit source] Star Island is a frozen landscape. It is worth cleaning the Z Stars, which is used to
immediately complete cooking, which saves a lot of time. Do not waste the stars, because it will be very useful later when cooking James gets very long. It's a timed island and lasts 14 days when you first open the island. The timer is located on the right side of the screen and counts down. Harvest Island[edit | editing source] Harvest
Island became available after an update in September 2016. Same as Star Island, Harvest Island closes after the deadline runs out. It seems available roughly around August 22nd. It lasts 14 days. Published 5/23/18 last time. It's still 14 days. Ghosts Island[edit | edit source] Ghosts Island is available for 14 days, roughly around October
24. Spooky Island[edit | edit source] Mirrors Island[edit | edit source] The Mirrors island drops some of the Halloween and spooky sets. It lasts 14 days. Looks like it's about September 4th. Volcano Island[edit | edit source] Appears roughly 14 days from September 16. It will also be released in mid-March. Flower Island[edit | edit source]
Appears roughly Oct 10, 14 days. Dino Island[edit | edit source] Will be released roughly on October 10. Green Island[edit | editing source] The Green Island is an island covered in a lot of pollution and garbage. It lasts 14 days. Haunted Bay[edit | edit source] Open for 14 days. Good source: Fire &amp; Quartz Creek Island[edit | edit
source] The Creek Island is a timed island available for 14 days starting around May 15. Druids Island[edit | edit source] Timed Island is available within 14 days of the first setting foot on it. Dream Island[edit | editing source] Timed Island is available 14 days after the first leg of it. Leprechaun Island[edit | edit source] Timed Island is
available within 14 days of the first setting foot on it. Spaceport[edit | edit source] Timed Island is available within 14 days of the first setting foot on it. it.
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